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Cle Elum siblings
share pipe dream of
hip pot retail store
BY ELLIOTT LLERA

Online Editor

It’s nearly impossible to miss:
a towering, neon green sign proclaiming “Legal Weed” marks
the spot on Main Street where
Ellensburg’s second recreational
cannabis store has opened for
business.
The Green Shelf, co-owned
by Cle Elum siblings Taylor
and Brittany Choyce, opened
its doors on Aug. 29, nearly 16
months after the Washington
State Liquor and Cannabis
Control Board awarded them
their license to operate a retail
marijuana shop.
Finding the perfect location
was part of the reason for the
delay.
“There were other spaces
available to us where we could
have opened sooner, but they
were much smaller,” Brittany
Choyce said. “It was really important to us to have a big space
so that our customers could feel
comfortable coming in and interacting with the vast variety of
products.”

Another reason the owners waited to launch their store
was that retail marijuana prices were extremely high in the
months immediately following
legalization.
BRITTANY ALLEN/OBSERVER
“I could not sell weed at
those prices,” Taylor Choyce LEGAL WEED Many patrons know The Green Shelf as “Legal Weed” due to the large sign on Main St.
said. “I didn’t want to be a part
While student reaction to the
of any of that. I’d rather not be “Currently, we have 150 unique stuﬀ that gives people headaches
open than be open and be rip- items for sale. Eventually I’d like or sore throats. We don’t want new store has been mostly posito be selling chemicals,” Tay- tive, the owners admitted that
ping people oﬀ. Not that the re- to get to 300.”
Products currently available lor Choyce added. “Vape pens there has been—and always will
tailers were necessarily ripping
their customers oﬀ, but they at The Green Shelf range from have this toxic chemical called be—a slight pushback from the
were paying way too much to pre-rolled marijuana joints to propylene glycol so we refuse to community, especially in a town
edibles, hash oils, lip balms, top- carry them.
the growers.”
as small and conservative as El“We only sell the ones cut lensburg.
Taylor Choyce added that ical skin creams, energy shots,
he felt high markups in the new and even sex lubricants—all with coconut oil. We pay extra
“That’s why we put the enfor it, so that’s why our vape trance to our store on the side
industry were unethical because made with THC.
The owners of The Green pens are a little bit more expenthey took advantage of customof the building instead of the
ers who were visiting shops and Shelf also expressed a passion sive than other places, but you’re
front,” Taylor Choyce said. “We
getting a natural product.”
buying marijuana for the ﬁrst for organic marijuana.
In addition to the immense don’t want professors or anyone
“We like to work with growtime.
The Choyces said The Green ers who use non-synthetic nutri- selection, The Green Shelf will else who’s well known to worry
Shelf strives to be a sophisticat- ents or organic nutrients,” Brit- also be oﬀering a 10 percent dis- about being seen walking in
ed, high-end retailer that values tany Choyce said. “That doesn’t count to Central students who from Main St. It sucks that we
quality and selection—along necessarily make it better for bring their photo ID into the have to do that, and it sucks that
they have to feel that way.”
with their customers’ health— you, but it’s just safer. You know store on Tuesdays.
“Washington is so progresexactly what you’re getting. We
“We’re not here to make
over mere proﬁt.
“We’re trying to have as don’t sell anything that we don’t a bunch of money,” Taylor sive,” Brittany Choyce added.
Choyce said. “We’re here to sell “Over time, I think people will
many diﬀerent products as test ﬁrst.
“We don’t want to be selling a bunch of weed!”
possible,” Taylor Choyce said.
open up to it.”
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Provost of four years resigns

Last day Nov. 1; plans some ‘life assessment’
BY JONATHAN GLOVER

Provost Marilyn Levine

News Editor

In an announcement that
stirred the Central community,
Marilyn Levine, provost and vice
president for Academic and Student Life of four years, is resigning eﬀective Nov. 1. Her declaration was made public in a letter
sent to Central faculty and staﬀ
early Monday, Sept. 21.
“I am writing this letter to
share some important news with
you,” Levine wrote. “You all
know that every day I feel honored and proud to work with
such talented and accomplished
faculty and staﬀ. But I need to go
forward with the next step in my
career.”
Her initial letter did not reference why she is resigning, nor
what she plans to do after leaving. She maintains there is no
bad blood between her and other
faculty, and praised Central President James Gaudino multiple
times, who she believes is “one of
the most visionary presidents in
the United States.”
According to Linda Schactler,
executive director of Public
Aﬀairs, the Central Board of
Trustees had a teleconference
on Sept. 18 to discuss enrollment
data, updates to Central Dining Services and an overview of
the Central Foundation Retreat.
During this meeting, they held
an executive session–a private
meeting in which all discussion is
private and does not have to be
shared publicly.
Schactler said the board discussed “a matter of personnel”
which is legal under the Washington State Open Public Meetings Act, RCW 42.30. The Sept.
BRITTANY ALLEN/OBSERVER
18 meeting was scheduled in July,
but it took place the Friday before ECCENTRIC Provost Levine often lays out tea and shortbread cookies for guests in her office in Barge.
Levine sent in her resignation,
will begin as soon as possible,” faculty,” Whitcomb wrote in an
and it is unclear whether or not dates.”
email to The Observer. “Her esTypically, an executive ad- Gaudino wrote.
her employment was discussed in
tablishment of the new Academministration resignation is an- Beloved staﬀ
any capacity during this session.
The timing of Levine’s resig- nounced a full year in advance to
Minutes after Levine an- ic Student Life Council, which
give the ad- nounced her resignation early includes members of the faculty,
nation is furministration on Monday, Sept. 21, hundreds is a legacy”
ther suspect
Levine praised the Central
when considThe faculty here are time to ﬁnd of emails poured in wishing her faculty
and staﬀ multiple times.
a
replace- well and expressing regret in seeering her role
just
great.
In
fact,
I’m
comIn
her
opinion, they and the
ment
and
in the univerher leave. Levine said she had
ing up with a manifesto. wrap-up any ing
students–not
the money being
sity. A prohours responding to each
I’m getting a little tired of u n f i n i s h e d spent
brought
in–are
what makes Cenvost is typiemail personally.
everything being placed on b u s i n e s s .
cally second
“Everybody’s kind of sur- tral special.
“The faculty here are just
In Provost prised and like you, because of
in command,
the money angle.
great,” Levine said. “In fact, I’m
Levine’s case, the timing,” Levine said.
right under
40-days nothe president,
One such faculty member who coming out with a manifesto.
-Marilyn Levine
I’m getting
tice was giv- will miss Prowith duties
a little tired
en.
that include
Provost
vost Levine
everyIn
an is Katharine
budget manReal sensation, radio of
thing being
email sent to W h i t c o m b,
agement,
station, best in the nation, placed on
long-term planning and other Central faculty and staﬀ, Gaud- an English
radio station!
the money
ino announced Central’s plan p r o f e s s o r
high-end university duties.
angle. I think
Both Levine and Gaudino to ﬁnd a replacement. They will who worked
we need to
agreed that, in order to ﬁnd a tap the resources of The Regis- closely with
talk
about
worthy replacement, it would try – a company that specializes Levine as the
-Marilyn Levine
the teacher,
in placing interim leadership in Faculty Sentake up to a year.
Provost
scholar mod“Yes, I understand there’s management roles.
ate Chair on
el that is speAccording to Gaudino, in the Faculty
some frustrating aspects,” Levine
ciﬁc to the
said. “I will be here in a diﬀerent the meantime, Associate Provost Senate Executive Committee.
guise. I will be here to shepherd Anne Cubilie will take over day“I commend her ongoing university.”
She went on to talk about the
things. There will be an interim to-day duties until a suitable re- commitment to shared goverprovost. This is the key timing placement is found.
nance and willingness to open students at Central, and how
when you recruit your candi“A search for a new provost lines of communication with her proud of them she is.

“

“

“

“

B.A at San Diego State
University
M.A. at University of
Hawaii
Ph.D. at University of
Chicago
Two published books,
approximately 60 articles and 140 presentations.
Speaks Mandarin and
French.
“I’m just tired of people treating them like they’re kids, which
I dislike that title greatly because
these people are adults,” Levine
said. “They’re loving, they’re doing all kinds of things and they’re
learning and becoming responsible citizens. I never use the word
‘kids,’ I just think that we need to
give students more voice.”
Levine is known in the Central community for her eccentricity when it comes to student
admiration.
Last Spring, when 88.1 The
‘Burg won Best College Radio
Station of the Year from the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System in New York City, Levine
went on the air with the student
staﬀ and sang a song she made
for the occasion.
“Real sensation, radio station,
best in the nation, radio station!”
What’s next?
While nothing is set in stone,
Levine said she had a few plans
in the hopper for the next step in
her career path.
She mentioned either becoming faculty–possibly in the department of history at Central–
or ﬁnishing her third book with
the working title of “Remembering Revolutionaries: Chinese
Voices from the 20th Century,”
which she had been researching
for the past 30 years.
Levine is ﬂuent in both Chinese and French. She lived in
China and Europe, where she
and researchers from Tsing Hua
University in Beijing conducted interviews with then 80-to
-90-year-old ex-Chinese revolutionaries in the ‘80s and ‘90s.
In addition to working as a
university administrator at both
Central and Eastern Oregon
University, Levine has taught history across the world. She didn’t
rule out any possibilities on what
the future has in store.
“I’m doing some life assessment and thinking of some other opportunities and exploring
those,” Levine said. “I’m being
vague because I’m not sure. We’ll
see what happens.”

4
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Central welcomes largest freshman class since 2010
BY JONATHAN GLOVER

News Editor

If you noticed Central’s campus is a little more crowded than
last year, you’re not alone. After
last year’s record low enrollment,
this fall’s incoming ﬁrst-year students is Central’s largest since
2010.
“In the history of Central,
there have only been three classes
over 1,600 [students],” said John
Swiney, associate vice president
of enrollment management.
“This year is tied with or close to
the absolute record.”
According to enrollment
management data 4,038 potential students were accepted this
academic year, of which 1,646
enrolled at Central. This is a
20 percent increase from 1,363
students last year. That brings
Central’s total enrollment up to
10,700 students.
Swiney partly attributes the
increase of enrolled students to
the high number of recent high
school graduates.
Other four-year universities
such as Western Washington
University and Eastern Washington University announced large
classes this year as well, he said.
Swiney also attributes a larger
than normal freshman class to
Central’s recent contract with
Royall & Company–an enroll-

SOURCE: JOHN SWINEY OF ENROLLMENT MANAGMENT/GRAPHIC BY JONATHAN GLOVER

ment management service which
specializes in recruiting potential
students.
“They do millions of dollars
a year in research on how to get
high school students to respond
to university recruitment,” Swiney said.
Over the next ﬁve years, Central projects their student application rate to increase from 7.4
percent to 8.3 as a result of their

contract with Royall. They also
project a freshman enrollment of
1,737 students next fall.
Admittance changes
One of the side eﬀects of low
enrollment usually means relaxed
requirements for admittance. For
Central, this meant an 87 percent acceptance rate–the highest
for Washington State four-year
universities.
According to The College

Board, Central’s acceptance rate
was 2 percent higher than Western Washington University and 7
percent higher than Washington
State University. Students applying to Central are 32 percent
more likely to get in over University of Washington; Washington
state’s most selective four-year
university with a 55 percent acceptance rate.
This year, Swiney said Cen-

tral has reduced its acceptance
rate to around 81 percent. He
said the increased student enrollment allowed Central to be
more selective, but that Enrollment Management watches this
rate closely as to not alienate
Central’s target demographic of
around a 3.15 GPA student.
“If you go lower than your
proﬁle, you could end up losing
those students,” Swiney said. “It
needs to be a successful experience for the university and the
students.”
Tuition reduction
In a historical move, the Washington State Legislature voted to
reduce tuition for the 2015-2017
biennium after years of increases
and a tuition freeze in 2013 and
2014 for all state universities.
For the 2015-2016 school
year, tuition has been reduced by
5 percent, and again by another
15 percent in 2016-2017. This
means an initial tuition reduction
from $7,593 to $6,897.
Whether or not this change in
tuition will aﬀect enrollment at
Central isn’t known yet, though
Swiney hypothesizes it could play
a role.
“At ﬁrst look, it does seem
like reduced tuition is leading to
higher enrollment,” Swiney said.
“Maybe students are choosing to
go to a four-year school rather
than a community college ﬁrst.”

#financialgenius

Want an A+ in financial education?
You can borrow our notes.
Visit the Student Union—a free online resource from U.S. Bank built to equip you with
knowledge to help manage your money, now and in the future. Get a chance to win a
1

$5,000 scholarship by completing our easy online modules at usbank.com/studentunion

No purchase necessary. 1. Scholarship eligibility restrictions apply. Refer to usbank.com/studentunion for details. Credit products
offered by U.S. Bank National Association. Deposit products offered by U.S. Bank National Association. Member FDIC. 150378 3/15
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Historic tuition cut for Central students
$6,897 and the 2016-2017 year increase in the last seven years.”
will be reduced to $5,919. HowKelley Christianson, interim
ever, these cuts only apply to resi- director of Student Financial SerAND JONATHAN GLOVER
dent undergraduate tuition. The vices, said students who utilized
News Editor
school is allowed to increase the direct loans will ﬁnd that the rate
tuition of non-resident students has remained unchanged. She
College has become more af- and graduate students.
also said the Federal Pell Grant
fordable, but the cost of higher
To cover
increased
education has been rising since the cuts, the
the
award
before the recession. Are stu- state will be
amount to
I
hope
that
the
recent
dents at Central truly getting a p r o v i d i n g
from
decrease [in tuition] will $5,775
new, good deal, or are they just nearly $14
$5,730.
make it easier for highgetting what the classes before million
in
Christianschoolers looking into post- son said that
them had?
extra funds
“I hope that the recent de- to the unisecondary education, but Central stucrease [in tuition] will make it versity. Those
can’t necessarily afford the dents’ State
easier for high-schoolers looking funds
will
Need Grant
high prices.
into post-secondary education help
make
amount was
-Regina Carter
but can’t necessarily aﬀord the sure that layreduced to
aren’t
$7,284 for
high prices,” Regina Carter, a se- oﬀs
Senior Public Relations
n e c e s s a r y,
2015-2016
nior public relations major said.
from $7,631
In an unprecedented move, and are comWashington State Legislature pletely unprecedented in the in 2014-2015.
voted to reduce tuition for the state’s history.
A long time coming
“The state budget fully funds
2015-2017 biennium.
“It’s good public policy if you
“These oﬀsets come after a CWU contracts with the Wash- ask me, making college aﬀordyear in which we focused intently ington State Federation of State able,” Steve DuPont, assistant dion reducing costs,” a memo from Employees and Public School rector of Government Relations,
George Clark, vice president for Employees. Additional funding said.
business and ﬁnancial aﬀairs, is provided to be used--at the
Dupont and Director of
said on Wednesday.
discretion of each university--to Community and Government
The statemandated bud- increase compensation or imple- Relations Ann Anderson have
get cuts will be taken from the ment other collective bargaining been negotiating with legislators
school’s operating budget, which agreements.” Clark’s memo said. in Olympia on Central’s behalf.
BRITTANY ALLEN/OBSERVER
is one of the many things, in“We are working now to see They have been working on these
cluding student-approved fees.
what compensation adjustment speciﬁc budget cuts since they Washington Legislature voted to reduce tuition by 20 percent by 2016.
The 2015-2016 school year is possible for exempt employees, were proposed in a diﬀerent form
not enough state funds would
will see a tuition reduction to who have had just one general in Fall of 2014 by Senator John
Financial aid changes
be supplied to oﬀset the costs
Braun.
for 2015-2016:
of cuts, but she was pleasantly
“We put out the word that we surprised when the oﬃcial word
would like the legislature to get came down.
Federal Pell Grant
to a 50/50 split [in cost] with the
“This time it looks like it will
universities if they really value work for us,” Anderson said.
increased to $5,775
higher education,” Anderson
“If they had cut the tuition
from $5,730
said.
without
Despite
state funds,
knowing
It’s a good public pol- it would’ve Washington State Need
about
the
to layGrant maximum award
icy if you ask me, making lead
bill, Anderoﬀs.
This
college
affordable.
amount reduced to
son and Duhas
never
Pont say they
happened in
$7,284 from $7,631
weren’t made
Washington
(based on tuition rates)
-Steve DuPont
aware of the
before,” Du5 and then
Pont added.
Asst. Director of Government Relations
15 percent
Both AnSource: Student
model until
derson and
Financial Services
the budget was sent out to uni- DuPont think this is a big win for
versities.
the students at Central, and for
“They never called us and the university as a whole. They
“We’re turning the ship.
said ‘will this work?’” Anderson made it clear, however, that this We’re not back to where we
does not bring tuition back to the were, I don’t know if we ever will
said.
price it was prior to Washington be, but it’s a good ﬁrst step,” DuAnderson
and
other
univerBRITTANY ALLEN/OBSERVER
State’s recession.
Pont said.
sity
employees
were
worried
that
The Financial Aid office has information for students with questions.
BY FORREST HOLLINGSWORTH

Staff Reporter

“

“

“

“

{HERE

YOUR AD

Be Seen,
by the University

Call 963-1095
to learn more!
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Central overhauls dining, first since 2006
Wellington’s Cafe
closed for good,
1891 Bistro to
open late Oct.
BY JONATHAN GLOVER

News Editor

BRITTANY ALLEN/OBSERVER

TRUCK STOP These studens all work at Dining Services and take turns making food and serving students at the new food truck near Bouillon.

percent had a meal plan. The
last question on the survey asked
how Central’s dining compares
Almost 10 years after Central to other college campuses, of
Marketplace and Holmes Dining which 32 percent responded
ﬁrst opened in the SURC, Cen- that it’s “slightly worse,” and 13
tral Dining Services has decided percent described it as “much
it’s time to update. New and re- worse.”
Stanton said these changes
turning students will see the largest change to Dining Services to Dining Services have not increased the price of the student
since the SURC ﬁrst opened.
More than 800 students re- meal plan, though food prices
sponded to a campus-wide are liable to change.
“We, over time, have accumusurvey last spring quarter, that
aimed to gather feedback on lated money to do these things
when we can,” Stanton said.
Central’s dining options.
Grilled sandwiches, all-day Dining Changes
breakfast, comfort food and gluKlucking, who helped oversee
ten-free options are some of the the survey process and implechanges that came over summer. mentation of new dining op“The SURC opened nine tions, said some of the most popyears ago, and there haven’t ular items requested through the
been signiﬁcant changes since,” survey included more Asian food
said Joel Klucking, associate vice choices, all-day breakfast and orpresident of business and ﬁnan- ganic options.Respondents also
cial aﬀairs. “It is fairly typical requested changes to Holmes
for restaurants and retail outlets Dining Room.
to switch it up every ﬁve or six
According to the survey, only
years, so it was just our turn.”
29 percent of students reguIn addition to the survey, Din- larly used Holmes Dining room,
ing Services
which had
collaborated
an all-youwith Robert
can-eat bufI
love
to
hear
that
Lane,
last
fet. This was
students
want
better
opyear’s
vice
of the
tions...sustainable foods, one
president of
ﬁrst things
real foods.
Student Life
to go, Kluckand Facilities
ing
said,
of the Associ-Derrick Smith
which freed
ate Students
up room for
Executive Chef
of
Central
new stations
Washington
in Holmes
University
and Central Marketplace.
(ASCWU), and a dining advisory
These new stations include a
committee consisting of students comfort food station, an organic
and staﬀ. Together, the group salad bar, a gluten and allersuggested changes to the SURC gen free food station, an all-day
and Tunstall Commons, where breakfast station and a new sandWellington’s Café was located.
wich station that will serve hot
“They told us and it was sandwiches and hotdogs.
great,” said Patrick Stanton, diDerrick Smith, the new exrector of business planning and ecutive chef of Dining Services,
budget accounting. “We used said food from local businesses
that information to send a survey such as Vinman’s Bakery and
out to 10,000 students and we ABC Donuts will also be availgot 806 responses, which is more able. Smith said bread from
than statistically relevant.”
Vinman’s was used in the new
The survey was sent out to sandwich station and donuts
all registered students’ emails. from ABC were sold at Cat Trax
Roughly 60 percent of respon- Espresso.
dents lived on campus, and 56
“This is a real key to what
BY JONATHAN GLOVER

News Editor

“

“

COURTESY OF CWU DINING SERVICES

1891 BISTRO An artist’s rendition of what 1891 Bistro could look like.

we’re doing now, trying to develop local relationships,” Smith
said. “We’re trying to have a
commitment to adding more
local options. I love that and I
think a lot of restaurants have
developed that relationship.”
This is Smith’s ﬁrst year running the kitchen at Central, having previously worked at Eastern
Washington University’s dining
services.
“I love to hear that students
want better options,” Smith said.
“It’s my job to look to ﬁnd good
foods, sustainable foods and real
foods.”
Food truckin’
According to Stanton, Central staﬀ visited multiple universities including Eastern, Gonzaga, University of Washington
and Western Washington University, where they were able to
take photos, try food and gauge
student feedback. They took
this feedback into consideration
when moving forward on the
newest addition to Central dining: a food truck.
“It came with the ﬂames on it,
we really liked the ﬂames,” Stanton said.
The food truck will be open
each day from 11 a.m. to 1:30
p.m., and features a diﬀerent
menu than in the SURC or

North Village Café. On truck’s
opening day, a line of about
seven people remained constant.
The menu on opening day
featured traditional food truck
oﬀerings, including an asiago
grilled-cheese sandwich, portobello mushroom tacos (which
sold out) and pulled-pork sandwiches.
Students can pay using a
meal plan, cash or freedom
plan.
“We wanted it to feel like
a food truck,” Stanton said.
“Part of the draw of a food
truck is stuﬀ that’s unexpected
or customized to the students.
We think students want a new
venue with diﬀerent things for
sale.”
Stanton said the truck’s
placement will change from
day-to-day,
and that there
are plans to have it featured at
events such as home football
games or outdoor events.
Klucking said that Dining Services will likely host a
contest on the CWU Catering Facebook page to name
the truck. They also update
the menu daily for students to
check before they come out to
the truck.

Wellington’s Café has been
going through some major renovations, preparing to transition
the space to 1891 Bistro–a new
campus coﬀee shop.
“The students are looking
for a place to hangout that isn’t
their dorm room or library,”
said Patrick Stanton, director of
business planning and budget
accounting.
According to the recent student survey sent out last spring,
Wellington’s Café was visited
regularly by 19 percent of the
806 students who completed
the survey.
The survey asked whether
or not students would prefer a
lounge, coﬀee shop atmosphere,
if it meant removing Wellington
Café’s table service. Of the students who answered, 52 percent
said yes, 22 percent no and 27
percent were indiﬀerent
The same student dining
advisory council that poured
over the proposed changes for
the 2015-2016 school year also
helped decide the name, decor
and food options at 1891, Stanton said.
The name, 1891, is the year
Central ﬁrst became a university.
The bistro will feature D&M
Coﬀee, which already sources
beans to Cat Trax Espresso in
the SURC. 1891 will also feature baked items from Vinman’s
Bakery and possibly donuts
from ABC Donuts.
Stanton said the idea is for
the bistro to feel just like any
other coﬀee shop: a quiet space
where students can relax.
The concept for the bistro
came from the survey, which
asked what atmosphere students
would like to see on campus. An
overwhelming majority picked
a café type setting, with sports
and an arcade trailing far behind.
Jim Matheny, Dining Services manager, said the bistro
would feature an open ﬂoor
plan with booths along the
window and a Starbucks-style
counter for ordering drinks and
pastries. In their presentation
to the advisory council, Dining
Services presented a number of
café style eateries that 1891 will
try and replicate.
“D&M Coﬀee is actually helping us with the design
work,” Matheny said. “All the
current wallpaper, everything,
will be diﬀerent.”
Matheny said Dining Services expects 1891 Bistro to be
ﬁnished by the end of October.
The hours will emulate SURC
dining hours, and Matheny said
he expects it to be open late on
weekends.

NEWS
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Historic fire season leads to millions in damage
went about protecting the structures.
“I hadn’t realized the DepartWhen Katie Brown started
ment of Natural Resources actuher workday in Ellensburg in
ally had a tactic for saving homes
mid-August, she had no idea the
from the ﬁre,” he said. “They
largest wildﬁre in state history
would bring out large industrial
would soon threaten her childsheets of tinfoil, stapling them
hood home in Okanogan, Wash.
around the houses.”
“I was not home when the ﬁre
The Okanogan Complex
started threatening my home...
ﬁre, now mostly contained, crewhich is the worst feeling. Knowated air quality issues throughout
ing my family is stressed and
Central Washington and Ellensnot being around to help,” said
burg during much of mid to late
Brown, a 2015 graduate of CenAugust.
tral.
The CWU Student Medical
Brown’s family home sits on
& Counseling Clinic responded
eight acres of mostly undevelto the ﬁres by providing masks
oped sagebrush and grass. She
and respirators at no cost to stusaid a group of ﬁve volunteers
dents. Additionally, the clinic
came to her house to dig ﬁre lines
assisted a handful of students
and clear brush from around the
who came in with issues such as
structure with a bulldozer.
breathing diﬃculties due to the
She said her family was told
poor air quality.
to soak the exterior of the house
“We had boxes and boxes of
with water and pack up any valurespirators,” said Chris De Villeables.
neuve, executive director of Cen“My family evacuated for one
tral’s Student Medical & Counnight,” Brown said. “We live on a
seling Clinic. “The N95 masks
hill about ﬁve miles out of town
help ﬁlter out particulates, that
with only one way down. When
was all provided for free.”
the ﬁre started to travel up the
De Villeneuve said the clinic
driveway, it was either stay and
worked with the university to
ﬁght, or run the risk of being
monitor the ﬁre status and protrapped in a dangerous situavide any necessary support to the
COURTESY OF DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
tion.”
students who were on campus
In the end, the Brown home FIRE CLEAN UP Firefighters mop up the Okanogan Complex by extinguishing burning and hazardous material. during the summer.
was undamaged, but only by a
Additionally, the clinic put
According to Delvo, the task- ﬁghting. Additionally, they dug
Coordination Center, which
small margin.
out health warnings on Central’s
force
team
spent
14
days
out
in
monitors wildﬁre activity in the
ﬁre trenches around buildings
“Everything outside the ﬁre
website to alert the community
region, the ﬁre consumed 133,420 the complex working to protect and even saved a small structure
line was toast,” Brown said. “It
of the danger of working outacres and re- homes and structures in front of and a recreational vehicle genlooked a little
doors during August. The masks
quired 442 the ﬁre.
erator.
bit like the
were also of“There’s deﬁnitely been a
ﬁre person“The ciworld
had
fered to stuWe’ve had a growing nel to ﬁnally change, we’ve had a growing vilian ﬁreended and
My family was truly dents, faculty
trend for the last four to bring it un- trend for the last four to ﬁve years ﬁghters took
my
house
staﬀ at
five years of these large, der control. of these large, catastrophic ﬁres,” on most of lucky, and I believe those and
was this little
the SURC.
A m o n g Delvo said. “This is my 30th sea- the burden,”
firefighters who came up to
catastrophic fires.
oasis in the
“Right
son
ﬁ
ghting
wildland
ﬁ
res
and
those
who
Gann
said.
the house are the reason my now, the parmiddle.”
fought
the the last four or ﬁve years we’ve “They were
-Joe Delvo
T h e
ticulate rates
home is still standing.
seen ﬁres grow at unprecedented at the front
ﬁ
re
was
Browns were
are
pretty
Captain of KVFR
Captain Joe levels.”
of the ﬁre
fortunate.
low, so it’s
-Katie Brown
Delvo of the
Jacob Gann, a junior clinical and they kept
The Okanonot a major
CWU graduate
Kittitas Val- psychology major at Central and the
guard
gan Complex ﬁre, which was
health concaused by a lightning strike on ley Fire and Rescue. He was in a medic with the Washington r e l a t i v e l y
cern,”
De
Aug. 14, ultimately damaged or charge of a taskforce of seven National Guard, found himself safe. We only
Vi l l e n e u v e
destroyed 120 homes and caused brush trucks from various dis- called to ﬁght the ﬁre on Aug. 16. treated one patient and it was said. “But it’s one we continue to
Gann said his guard unit nothing serious.”
an estimated $45 million in dam- tricts with two 3,000-gallon wamonitor and if something comes
ter-tenders to supply the brush largely assisted the civilian ﬁre
Gann said the biggest surprise up, then we make sure we work
ages.
According to the Northwest trucks with water.
crews who did much of the ﬁre- was seeing how the ﬁre crews with the university on having a
statement that goes out notifying
everyone on campus and in the
Total Cost of Damage community and the reservation.”
During the peak of the wild(in millions):
ﬁre, Central posted regular wildﬁre and air quality updates on a
special web page (http://www.
Kettle Complex-$35.5
cwu.edu/ﬁreupdate), as did the
Northwest Interagency Coordination Center (http://gacc.nifc.
Meeks Table-$3
gov/nwcc/).
While the ﬁnal impact of the
Okanogan Complex ﬁre won’t
North Star-$41.6
be known for a while, Katie
Brown and her family, like many
others who escaped the worst of
Okanogan Complexthe wildﬁres, are just thankful
they were spared.
$45.6
“Knowing your family home
could burn and not being able
to come home and help is really
Tunk Block-$11.5
a terrible feeling. Even if I had
gone home, there’s not much I
can do against Mother Nature,”
Wolverine-$34.1
Brown said.
“I have a few friends who lost
homes and farms that had been
in the family for generations,”
Source: Isaiah
she added. “My family was
Hirschﬁeld Northwest
truly lucky, and I believe those
ﬁreﬁghters who came up to the
Coordination Center
house are the reason my home is
GRAPHIC BY GRACE LINDSLEY/OPENSTREETMAP CONTRIBUTOR
still standing.”
BY JULIA MORENO

Assistant News Editor

“

“

“

“
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I can’t love the Seahawks anymore
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BY ELLIOTT LLERA

Online Editor

ior become totally acceptable in
today’s world of entitled professional athletes? What kind of
“captain” abandons their teammates like that?
The median household income in Washington State is
$57,000. Chancellor demanding
“fair compensation.” because he
thinks he deserves more than $5
million?
Ungrateful.
It’s impossible to acknowledge
Pete Carroll’s current success
without seriously analyzing his
past.
As head coach of the USC
Trojans, Carroll won a ton of
football games and led a bunch
of young men through the tough
journey that is college.

Selﬁsh.
He also violated a ton of
Russell Wilson is impossible to
NCAA rules and got his team
banned from the postseason for hate; he’s too nice.
But that’s the thing. He’s Jotwo seasons, losing 30 football
nah Hill from This is the End
scholarships in the process.
As soon as word got out that nice. Here’s an excerpt from a
recent Rollthe NCAA
ing Stone inwould
be
terview with
punishing
This iteration of the our beloved
USC, Carroll
Seattle Seahawks embod- Quarterback:
jumped ship
“Wilson
and accepted
ies everything wrong with
is wearing a
a multi milprofessional athletes.
T-shirt and
lion
dollar
shorts with
job as head
a Gatorade
coach of the
towel draped
Seahawks.
The players on his football team from his waist when he grabs a
were left without a coach or any cup of purple liquid and downs
chance of competing in the ﬁnal it in a single gulp. He locks me in
his gaze and smiles. “Isn’t Gatoyears of their collegiate careers.

“

“

It’s a sentiment that has been
brewing inside of me for a while.
It has nothing to do with recent
on ﬁeld results; I felt this way
before the 0-2 start, so don’t just
peg me as another person “falling oﬀ of the bandwagon.”
This iteration of the Seattle
Seahawks embodies everything
wrong with professional athletes.
Ungrateful, selﬁsh, and insincere. These qualities have
manifested themselves through
three of the teams’ most prominent leaders; 2014 captain Kam
Chancellor, Head Coach Pete
Carroll, and Quarterback Russell Wilson.
Nobody doubts that the Seahawks fan base has completely
bought in to this franchise.
The 12th man has turned
CenturyLink ﬁeld is a fortress
that no opposition team can ever
feel comfortable in.
Seahawks players vocalize
their gratitude towards their fans
all of the time on Twitter, but
how do they express it through
their actions...?
Enter Kam Chancellor. He let
his city and teammates down by
holding out of a contract that he
signed himself into.
The 12th man must be outraged right? Wrong.
He received a standing ovation in his ﬁrst game back in Seattle.
How has this childish behav-

PHOTO BY DAVE SIZER

rade the best? Just the best.”
No one says that.
In addition to the superﬂuous kindness, Wilson also fails to
practice what he preaches. He
tells everyone that he’s a team
player who’s only concerned
about winning, but he renegotiatied his contract to make himself
the 2nd highest paid player in
football?
That enormus contract will
inevitably cripple the very team
that won Wilson his ﬁrst Super
Bowl. Why not lead by example
and play for less? Insincere.
I think I’m starting to understand why everyone outside of
Paciﬁc Northwest hates this football team.

Smokers a danger to others
BY CASEY FRIEDMAN

Copy Editor

For a long time, I have stood
in lines waiting for movies or
concerts and had tobacco smoke
blown into my face.
I run into smoke on the way to
class everyday, the way to work,
the way to the gym. I even have
experienced people smoking
right outside next to my apartment.
I can’t stand it.
Smoking is extremely dangerous and I really am tired of getting second hand smoke.
My father used to be a smoker
and I see the long-term eﬀects in
him and his ever increasing medical bills..
I wish people my age could
understand keeping smoking
to themselves, away from other
people.
Smoking tobacco has been a
hot button issue for a long time.

While many adolescents and
adults thought smoking was a
cool activity, a vast majority of
the public doesn’t agree.
The public is fully aware of
how harmful the act of smoking
tobacco can be.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) explains that tobacco is the single
main preventable cause of death
in the United States.
If the public knows how commonplace these harmful eﬀects
are, then why do college students
smoke?
At the university level, many
students don’t agree with laws
disallowing indoor smoking
or smoking within 25 feet of a
building.
I, for one, am one of the few
people in a university that agree
with the law.
Everyone I have talked to
about smoking, or who smoke
and discussed the laws on smok-

ing with me have thought the law
was ridiculous. While attending
university I have run into people
who greatly disagree with the law.
They choose to smoke next
to the entrance of buildings and
blatantly blow smoke into people’s faces while standing in line
for a concert. Yay, smelling like
grape swishers!
I feel almost weakened by
people who don’t care what happens to others due to their smoking. I don’t want to be inevitably
harmed because someone wanted to rebel against the government.
Why is smoking near people
a bad thing? According to the
CDC, 58 million nonsmokers in
the U.S. have inhaled other people’s cigarette smoke.
They also state that each year
41,000 non-smokers die due to
the eﬀects of breathing in all that
smoke.
So why are people wanting

DEAR READERS:

to endanger others? To be rebellious? Are they naïve? Or, do
people in college just not care
about the other part of the student body that doesn’t smoke?
There must be a reason behind
student’s actions.
Alberta Health Services
thinks teens smoke because of
stress, weight, social inﬂuence,
and boredom.
Do these inﬂuences travel
with teens from high school into
college? I think they do. Stress
is commonplace around the university setting.
There are homework assignments that just pile up during
ﬁnals.
A student’s weight could come
into terms, but many times smoking can lead to weight gain instead of weight loss.
Many students want to be accepted and make friends right oﬀ
the boat. I know I did.
Some ﬁnd that immediate

connection through smoking tobacco together.
Most students don’t have the
money to support a smoking
habit.
According to The Motley
Fool, a multimedia ﬁnancial services company, the average price
of a pack of cigarettes is $9.30smoking multiple packs a day is
an expensive habit.
Hopefully, people will stop
falling into this vicious cycle and
are able to cope with their stress
in diﬀerent ways and not waste
their money on cigarettes.
Some students say smoking
will never stop and that it is too
ingrained into American society.
Even if that is true, I hope
people will be a little more courteous now that they know the
harmful eﬀects of secondhand
smoke.
So, to smoke or not to smoke?
The decision is up to the public.

The Observer welcomes brief letters of 300 words or less from readers on current issues. Please include your full name and university
affiliation: year and major, degree and year graduated, or staff position and department. To be printed in the following week’s issue,
use the “Submit a Letter” link on cwuobserver.com by 5 p.m. Sunday. The Observer reserves the right to reject or edit for style and
length. All letters become property of The Observer. Anonymous letters will not be considered.
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Social issues in black and white
The Museum of Culture and Environment opens year long series on incarceration
BY BRITTANY ALLEN

Photo Editor

the contrast even greater.

Suburbia to solitary

After being closed for the
conﬁnement
summer, the Museum of Culture
and Environment is reopening its
To connect Dean and Randall
doors in Dean Hall with a set of with more than the presence of
interdisciplinary, cross-campus Pluto in art department Chair
exhibits in conjunction with the Greg Schlanger’s oﬃce, there
Sarah Spurgeon Gallery in Ran- will be a table at the “Notes from
dall Hall.
Suburbia” reception where stuOf the four shows open- dents can make replica comets.
ing today, one, a photography Then, after the reception, these
exhibition called “Notes from comets will be carried in a proSuburbia,” will be featured in cession from Randall to the muSpurgeon.. Two more will be seum, where their opening will
presented in the museum.. The take place at 6 p.m.
fourth,a scaled replica of the
Heard’s exhibit in the musolar system, will have its home seum is called “The Penitent”
base in Dean, with the rest and showcases the artist’s preferspread throughout campus.
ence and skill in black and white
“It will be a nice way to sort
photography.
of emphasize
He printed
collaboration
his
photos
across
the
[Paul Klee] used to on very thin
whole camsay: art doesn’t show what paper, then
pus - between
is visible, art makes visible. m o u n t e d
science and
them
onto
art, which we
mattes
of
-Mark Auslander
think is immelted
wax.
Museum Director
portant, but
The images
also celebratportray cells
ing this other
of an old,
theme of social justice, which is long-closed, Philadelphia prison,
a big theme in Notes from Sub- Eastern State Penitentiary. The
urbia,” said museum Director depictions of the minimalist,
Mark Auslander, associate pro- solitary state of the windowless
fessor of anthropology and mu- cells calls attention to the injusseum studies. Social justice - spetice perpetuated in the American
ciﬁcally mass incarceration - is
prison system. This exhibit will
also the theme of a companion
be the ﬁrst in a year-long series
photo exhibit at the museum,
of events across campus designed
kicking oﬀ a “year of dialogue”
to prompt dialogue on the topic
and special events on the topic.
of mass incarceration.

“Notes from Suburbia,” opening in Spurgeon, will be prefaced
with an artist talk in Randall
room 117 at 4:00 p.m., right
before the opening reception at
5:00 p.m. This exhibition will
feature East Coast photographer
Michael J. Hoﬀman and from local photographer, Chris Heard,
who will also be featured in the
museum’s gallery with his exhibit
“The Penitent.”
The exhibition by Hoﬀman
and Heard is a collaboration of
rather contrasting views of suburbia, which was inspired by research done by Central’s own Dr.
Ellen Avitts, associate professor
of art history.
“Where Michael’s thing is really kind of focused on this speciﬁc thing of people using and
repurposing this room in their
homes for their needs,” Heard
said,. “Mine is more of ...kind of
like a personal trip through my
own suburbia, you might say, and
my notions about suburbia, and
just general impressions.”
Besides the diﬀerence in concepts of suburbia portrayed by
the two artists, they also processed and will present their images diﬀerently. While Heard
shot black-and- white images
with ﬁlm and matted the images
on white,; Hoﬀman shot color
photos with a digital camera and
matted them on black, making

CHRIS HEARD

SOLITARY “The Penitent” exhibit depicts solitary confinement cells through Chris Heard’s photography.

A River Reborn

“Touring the Solar System,”
The main gallery’s exhibit the museum’s planetary model,
that opens today is The Elwha: will be part of a year-long, eduA River Reborn, a traveling ex- cational program aﬃliated with
hibit from the Burke Museum. GEARUP.
Liz Seelye, a senior history
This exhibit focuses on a river in
the Olympic Peninsula that had and anthropology major and inlong been dammed to generate tern for Auslander, has much of
energy but is now in the process the responsibility for this “out of
of being restored after the dam this world” project. Though she
was removed. The damming of hasn’t had reason to study much
the river not only impacted the astronomy until taking on this
ﬁsh and the ecosystem, but the collaboration with Auslander
local tribes’ spiritual view of the and physics Professor Bruce
river. These issues are explored Palmquist, she sees it as a learning experivia informaence.
tional ban“ O n e
ners and vidthing that’s
It
will
be
a
nice
way
to
eos.
sort of emphasize collabo- great about
“For me
in
ration across the whole working
personally
the museum
I can deﬁcampus - between science like this, you
nitely see the
and art, which we think get handed a
connection
is important, but also cel- project and
between the
ebrating this other theme you maybe
prison work
know a little
of social justice...
and the Elbit about it
wha because
or that? This
-Mark Auslander
they
both
is something
Museum Director
have to do
you’re
just
with the right
completely
of a generalnewly
exly disadvanposed to, so
taged population,” Heard said. you have to jump in and become
“I think there’s a total humanistic an expert on this subject,” Seelye
connection in both of those.”
said. “It’s not stagnant, we’re alPerhaps Pluto could also be ways moving forward, having to
considered part of a “disadvan- learn new things and also relearn
taged population.”
stuﬀ that we might have been
Ecosystem to solar system
misinformed on.”

“

“

Suburbia in Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery

“

“
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PENINSULA The musuem also has an exhibit on the Elwha river.

Each diﬀerent planet (including the dwarf planet Pluto) will
be placed within scaled-down
distances from each other across
campus. The sun will make its
home in Dean, putting Uranus,
in the Language and Literature
building, Pluto in the art department in Randall Hall, all based
on the relative distances.

Photos in focus
Paul Klee “used to say: Art
doesn’t show what is visible, art
makes visible,” Auslander said.
“A great photographer doesn’t

just represent reality, but lets us
see something we didn’t see before.”
There appear to be several
rather subtle connections between the exhibit’s opening on
Thursday, further connecting the
departments here at Central and
the people. With the sun soon
taking its place in Dean, the museum will once again become the
center of these interdisciplinary
collaborations. The hope is to
engage and educate visitors on
the interconnectedness of our
campus and the major issues in
the surrounding world.
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Bringing back college radio
College Radio Day
When: Friday, Oct. 2
Parade: 7:30 p.m.
leaves from SURC east
patio
Concert: 8 p.m.
Where: Iron Horse
Brewery Lot
Cost: Free!

THE OBSERVER

CELEBRATING THE BURG 88.1 The ‘Burg hosts College Radio Day for the second year in a row.
BY VICTORIA SHAMRELL

Assistant Scene Editor

If you hear music blasting
outside on the SURC patio, it’s
most likely courtesy of 88.1 The
‘Burg, Central’s college radio
station. Recently the station has
been preparing for their second

annual College Radio Day.
This year, the celebration will
include a glow parade starting at
7:30 p.m. on the SURC east patio
and lead into a free concert featuring popular Paciﬁc Northwest
bands in the Iron Horse Brewery
parking lot on Main Street.
According to Elena Larrabee,

junior psychology and public
relations major and brand manager for 88.1 The ‘Burg, College
Radio Day is a national day of
celebration for college radio that
is held on the ﬁrst Friday of October every year. This is the second year that the ‘Burg will be
hosting a celebration for it.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

FALL CONCERT SERIES

FORT VINE

THURSDAY, OCT. 8
8PM • SURC PIT • FREE

WHISKEY N’ RYE
FRIDAY, OCT. 16

8PM • SURC BALLROOM • FREE

TYSON MOTSENBOCKER
& MIKE EDEL
TUESDAY, OCT. 27
9PM • SURC PIT • FREE

ZACH HINSON

THURSDAY, NOV. 5
8PM • SURC PIT • FREE

NICOLE LEWIS

THURSDAY, NOV. 19
8PM • SURC PIT • FREE

CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. For accommodation: 509-963-1429 or DS@cwu.edu

“Basically, College Radio Day
[is] a great way to get the word
out about college radio and make
people aware of who we are and
what we do, throw a great celebration and have a lot of fun”
Larrabee said.
The celebration will be held in
the Iron Horse Brewery parking
lot on Main Street, and it’s open
to all, including minors. There
will be three food trucks there, as
well as an extended beer garden
courtesy of Iron Horse Brewery.
The festivities will kick oﬀ
with a glow parade.
“It’s like a regular parade,
but it’s at night time and it’s all
gonna be neon colors and glow

sticks and glow ﬂoats, more fun
than a normal parade,” Larrabee
said. ”It will be really very visually cool.”
The celebration is going to be
both a campus and community
event.
Jeﬀ McMillan, senior broadcast and public relations major,
is the Sports Coordinator for the
radio station.
“College Radio Day is the one
chance of the year that we have
to celebrate opportunities for
students in radio to take chances
and risks that wouldn’t normally
have, and receive opportunities that they wouldn’t normally
have, “ McMillan said.
Nick Oliver, senior broadcast
journalism major and assistant
program director, said there is a
great line-up for the free concert
this year.
“It all starts on the ﬂoat, we
are gonna have a local Ellensburg
group called Thunder Hound…
They will be playing the ﬂoat on
the way down to the actual concert,” Oliver said.
According to Oliver, the opening act for the concert is a group
called Fauna Shade, have an
old-wave rock and roll style. The
headliner for the concert will be
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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‘Burg Radio Day

Ellensburg’s newest hootenanny
Online Editor

What happens when you
combine the dancing of 301, the
country western theme of Frontier, and a kitchen that stays open
later than The Tav’s? Blue Rock
Saloon.
The newest addition to Ellensburg’s nightlife opened just
in time for rodeo weekend, and
Blue Rock Manager James McCurdy said the cowboy crowd
loved it.
“It was wall to wall in here,”
McCurdy said.
Blue Rock Saloon features a
southern inspired menu that includes dishes like baby back ribs,
country fried steak, top sirloin,
and fried pickles.
“The menu will be expanding
later on, we’ll be adding some
new stuﬀ,” kitchen manager
Cody Jackson said.
The drink menu--just like the
food menu--is still subject to new
additions.
“Since we just opened, we
don’t want to overwhelm our
bartenders with anything too
complicated,” McCurdy said.
Regardless, the drink menu
currently features several specialty cocktails and even something
called “Red Neck Moonshine
Sangria” on tap.

blocks showcasing some of the
best interviews students at the
Aryon Jones and The Way, who
‘Burg have done this past year,”
have a new-age rock style.
Oliver said.
“Anybody who wants to hear
Besides broadcasting locally,
what I think the new genre of
88.1 The ‘Burg will be hosting
rock in the next couple of years
will sound like should come see the international College Radio
Day broadcast for the second
Aryon Jones,” Oliver said.
Many students don’t actu- year in a row. This year, two live
ally know a lot about the radio streams will feature the ‘Burg,
station, and College Radio Day one nationally and one internationally.
will show“I would
case what
encourage
the ‘Burg
Sometimes there’s not it because
does and
a
lot
to do on a weekend in Ellensprovides
after six or seven and we’re burg, espea
great
just trying to put together a cially for
opportutudents
nity
for
good event for students to sunder
the
students to
come have fun and enjoy.
legal drinkget to know
ing
age,
the station,
-Nick Oliver
sometimes
Larrabee
Assistant Program Director
there’s not
said.
a lot to do
“First
on a weekand foremost it’s gonna be super fun, end after six or seven and were
and it’s a free event so what col- just trying to put together a
lege student doesn’t love that,” good event for student to come
Larrabee said. “Secondary be- have fun and enjoy,” said Olicause it’s a great opportunity to ver. “I would encourage them
get to know 88.1 The ‘Burg and to come out because it’s opportunity to see good local music
what we do around here.”
There will also be a lot of and a good opportunity to have
on-air content being broadcast something to do on a weekend
that you might not usually get
on College Radio Day.
“There will be interview to do.”
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

“
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SOUTHERN Blue Rock features a faithful “southern” style and charm.

“We’re also trying to be northwest focused and supportive of
the craft beer industry,” McCurdy said. “We’re always going to have something from Iron
Horse Brewery on tap.”
McCurdy said that Blue Rock
Saloon currently had Eastern
Washington’s last keg of Iron
Horses’ Disrupter; a summer release that most Central students
missed while away on break.
In addition to the food and
drinks, Blue Rock Saloon will

also feature free pool, a shuﬄeboard, 17 foot wide-screen for
Seahawks games,other sporting
events, a VIP section and a DJ
for live music on the weekends.
“We also have line dancing on
Wednesday nights from 8 to 10
p.m.,” McCurdy said.
Blue Rock Saloon is owned by
local restaurant entrepreneur Jim
Rowe; who is also the owner of
Wing Central, Roadhouse Grill,
Brooklyn’s Pizzeria, and Creekside West Bar and Grille.

“

BY ELLIOTT LLERA

NEWSWATCH

COM 442

If you’ve ever dreamed of pursuing a career
in Broadcast Journalism, please talk to
Professor Terri Reddout about how you
can get involved in NewsWatch.
Student-led news team dedicated to
sharing stories that impact
Kittitas County.
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Jake Nelson leaves football
ing turnovers, Nelson seemed to
have more upside for the big play.
That was evident in Nelson’s
ﬁ
rst
two passes of the Wildcat’s
After passing for 4,254 yards
Sept.
26 win against Simon Frasand combining for 46 touchdowns, after just over two sea- er. Nelson’s ﬁrst two passes of the
sons, junior quarterback Jake game went for 80 and 44 yards
respectively.
Nelson left
One for a
the Central
touchdown
football team
We
told
him
we’d
love
and the othM o n d ay
to
have
him
here.
er put the
Sept. 28.
Wildcats on
Nelson’s
the one-yard
departure
-Ian Shoemaker
line, which
came just two
Head
Football
Coach
led to anothdays after his
er score.
return from
The Wilda concussion
cats
scored
three
touchdowns
on
suﬀered Sept. 10 on the road,
their
ﬁ
rst
four
oﬀ
ensive
plays.
against Dixie State.
Nelson would go on to comHead coach Ian Shoemaker
said Nelson came to talk to him plete just two of his next eight
about leaving in the afternoon. passes for 12 yards and an interNelson also told him that football ception. Lane would go 11-17
wasn’t what he wanted to do any- with 166 yards and two touchmore and he was leaving for per- downs.
“I’ll have to grade the ﬁlm to
sonal reasons.When contacted
know
who separated themselves,
Nelson declined to comment.
or
if
they
did, or if we will be
“We told him we’d love to
have him here,” Shoemaker said. kind of using two guys,” ShoeWhile junior quarterback Jus- maker said after Saturday’s home
tin Lane appeared to be more ef- game.
In three games played, Nelson
ﬁcient, and did a better job avoid-

BY ZAC HERETH

Sports Editor

“

threw for 470 yards, four touchdowns and three interceptions
with completion rate of 45.9
percent. Comparatively, in three
games, Lane threw for 398 yards,
four touchdowns and zero interceptions with a completion percentage of 62.7.
Those numbers may be a
bit misleading though, because
Nelson faced defending NCAA
division II National Champions,
Colorado State-Pueblo on the
road in a game Lane didn’t play
in. Comparatively, Lane faced
Western Oregon, a 6-5 team a
year ago, that is oﬀ to a 1-3 start
to this season in Nelson’s missed
game.
“We have two good quarterbacks that can win games for us,”
junior wide receiver Jesse Zalk
said before Nelson’s departure.
The two had been in a similar
situation before. Nelson replaced
Lane in the second game of the
2013 season and held the starting
spot until his recent injury.
Both quarterbacks are similar in stature, but they describe
their games diﬀerently. Nelson
highlighted his ability to run
and throw the deep ball, while
Lane considers himself more of
a scanner that sits in the pocket.
Shoemaker said the team’s
plan had still been to go with
two quarterbacks coming into
this week, and there was a feeling
of shock around the team when
they heard Nelson’s decision.
“Obviously it’s going to cause
a distraction at some level,”
Shoemaker said.
The Wildcats will now pre-
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PRACTICE Nelson (right) watches drills in his last week of practice..

pare with Lane at the helm and
redshirt freshman Dillon Sugg
backing him up.
With Nelson staying silent
about his decision, one can only
speculate where Nelson’s path
will lead him from here.
According to Central’s ﬁnancial aid agreement for athletic
scholarships,“the amount of this
aid may be immediately reduced
or canceled during the term,”
when withdrawing from a sport
for personal reasons.
In high school Nelson also
excelled in baseball. The Boston
Red Sox drafted him in the 26th
round of the 2012 MLB draft
before he started attending Central and focusing on football. He
would be a big addition for the
baseball team if he decides to go
that route.
When contacted, Central’s

baseball oﬃce hadn’t heard from
Nelson a or about his departure
from football.
Nelson could also decide to
transfer. Baseball would seem
to be the most logical choice
for him. But he’d likely have a
chance to play elsewhere/
Since he redshirted his freshman year, Nelson could transfer
without having to sit out any
time, as long as he graduates or if
he chooses to go to a NCAA division III school. Those would be
his best options with one-year of
eligibility left if he decides he’d
like to play football elsewhere.
In order to communicate with
any other schools about transferring, he must get written permission from Athletic Director Dr.
Dennis Francois. He has yet to
receive a transfer request from
Nelson.

“

Football team gets even at home

BY ZAC HERETH

Sports Editor

Central’s football team begins conference play with a new
permanent starting quarterback
after junior Jake Nelson left the
team Monday, Sept. 26.
The team is coming oﬀ
back-to-back blowout home
wins, most recently using a twoquarterback attack to topple Simon Fraser 40-7.
“Obviously being at home
has helped the guys,” head coach
Ian Shoemaker said. “The guys
have really fed oﬀ the crowd.”
With a road game ahead
against Azusa Paciﬁc, the Wildcats will turn to junior Justin
Lane after he asserted himself
into a shared role at quarterback,
after Nelson left the second game
with a concussion.
“It’s not good when a team-

mate goes down,” Lane said.
“But you just gotta be ready.”
Nelson seemed supportive
of Lane’s play while he was out.
“I thought he controlled the
oﬀense really well and he made
some good throws when he needed to,” Nelson said.
Nelson said he doesn’t remember the play and only knows
what happened from ﬁlm.
With a healthy Nelson back in
the preseason ﬁnale, both quarterbacks split time behind center
combining for 302 passing yards
and three touchdowns.
“It was the plan coming in
with Jake being out and Justin
having a good game last week,”
Shoemaker said.
The team has relied on Jesse
Zalk, junior communication
studies major, for a spark on
special teams and in the passing
game. He led all of NCAA Di-
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vision 2 in kick return yards last
season and has already ran a
punt back for a touchdown this
season. Zalk also leads the team
with 236 receiving yards.
“We got some juice back in
us and were ready to play,” Zalk
said after bouncing back from
the season’s start.
Zalk was on the ugly end of
a huge collision against Simon
Fraser and ended up with a concussion, but coach Shoemaker
was cautiously optimistic about
his status heading into this week’s
game.
“He was sitting up and talking on the sidelines, which was
a good sign,” Shoemaker said.
“But I don’t get to make the call.”
However, Zalk did not participate in practice Tuesday, Sept.
29.
On defense, the Wildcats are
getting great contributions from
their pass-rush and lock-down
secondary, led by senior cornerback and three-time All-GNAC
selection Cedrique Chaney.
They have led the GNAC allowing 137.2 passing yards per
game, 44.1 percent completion
rate and three touchdowns in
four games.
“I attribute that to guys wanting to be the best out there like
each one of our defensive backs
and our defensive line being able
to create pressure,” Chaney, a
business major, said. “So it’s re-
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TOUCHDOWN Junior wide receiver Jesse Zalk celebrates score..

ally just a full defense eﬀort from both turnovers and sacks.
every level of the defense.”
The Wildcats next game is
After holding Simon Fraser to Saturday, Oct. 3 at Azusa Paciﬁc
just 111 yards, the Wildcats now and they return home the folhave the number one defense
lowing week
in yards alagainst the
lowed in the
South
DaGNAC
at
When you play us it’s kota School
323
yards
of Mines &
gonna be a dogfight.
per
game.
Technology.
They
also
“When
tied for the
you
play us
c o n f e re n c e
-Cedrique Chaney
it’s
gonna
be
lead in sacks
Cornerback
a dogﬁght,”
with 12.
Chaney said.
T h e
“Win or lose
Wildcats will
teams
are
gonna
leave
that game
need to work on protecting the
ball and the quarterback as they knowing they had to play as hard
sit at the bottom of the GNAC in as they can to win.”
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Tim Stanfill pays to play
BY AUSTIN BENNETT

Assistant Sports Editor

Tim Stanfill, rugby standout
and 2012 graduate of Central,
has continued his athletic career
with the Seattle Saracens and on
the 50-man roster for the United
States national rugby team.
Before attending Central,
Stanfill was a football player in
high school. Then one of his
friends coaxed him into going to
watch a rugby game.
“One of my buddies was the
captain for the Vancouver club
team and he was trying to get
me out [there] for about a year,”
Stanfill said.
When Stanfill finally went
out to watch one of the games,
the Vancouver team was short a
few players That allowed Stanfill to experience rugby for the
first time. Stanfill started out as
a Wing and has played that position ever since.
“You are basically the finisher,
you have a one on one opportunity to score,” said Stanfill.
Stanfill originally came to
Central because of the annual
football camp for high schoolers. He ended up enjoying the
small-town feel that Ellensburg
provided.
“Honestly, I didn’t even know
they had a rugby team. I was actually gonna try and walk on for
football,” said Stanfill.
Tim ultimately decided not to
play football in order to focus on
his academic career, but his mind

was quickly changed.
“I was sitting in my very first
college class and wearing my
New Zealand Rugby sweatshirt
when I was approached by one
of the coaches,” said Stanfill.
Dustin Webber, previous
graduate assistant of the rugby
team, got Stanfill out to his first
collegiate rugby practice. When
Stanfill first started, Central’s
rugby team didn’t have a winning
background as a club team. The
student athletes mainly played
for fun.
“They were more about the
partying aspect than the actual
game of rugby,” Stanfill said.
Head coach Tony Pacheco
started to turn things around
when he began bringing in recruits from around the country
to help the team compete nationally. After a few seasons under
Pacheco, the team started to turn
the corner.
During Stanfill’s junior year,
the team had the opportunity to
compete in the College Rugby
Championships (CRC).
In prior years, the CRC was
invite only, but during Stanfill’s junior year the committee
changed the rules. Teams could
compete in regional tournaments
without an invite to play for an
open spot in the CRC.
Central ended up winning the
entire tournament and qualified.
“We ended up having a great
showing finishing third overall,”
Stanfill said.
During Tim’s senior season,

the Wildcats took second in the
national championship.
“That was probably one of
the biggest highlights of my career, but also one of the biggest
downfalls,” Stanfill said.
Central lost the seven’s national title game in extra time.
Ever since the loss, Central has
been ranked in the top five every year for sevens’ play. Stanfill
was named an All-American four
times during his career as a Wildcat, but still takes a humble approach.
“It doesn’t feel any different,
you have more of a responsibility, you take on the leadership
role whether you are ready for it
or not,” Stanfill said.
After finishing his college
career, Stanfill tried out for the
Seattle Saracens where he is
currently playing. After playing
with the Saracens for a few seasons, he tried out for the national
team, making the 53-man roster.
Despite not making the 30-man
traveling squad for this year’s
Rugby World Cup, Stanfill was
still able to go on tour last November prior to the Rugby World
Cup.
Since making the team, Stanfill has traveled all around the
world, including Uruguay, England, France and Germany.
“The last tour in November
[2014] was [my] first time being out of the states, aside from
Canada,” said Stanfill.
During the first tour, Stanfill
had the opportunity to travel to

JUDY TEASDALE/COURTESY OF CWU RUGBY

TAKING IT TO
THE HOUSE Tim Stanfill dives into the tri zone undefended.

Romania, the United Kingdom
and France, where he played
against Tonga and Fiji. Even
though the U.S. is still well behind teams like Tonga, Fiji, New
Zealand and Australia, the U.S.
team continues to improve.
“We are competing. We are
getting a lot better. We’re making steps in the right direction,”
Stanfill said.
Last month the U.S. team
beat Japan for the first time in 13
years.
Last November, Stanfill had
another incredible opportunity
to play against New Zealand in
Chicago. Soldier Field sold out
and Tim got to play against the
biggest names in rugby, like Dan
Carter and Richie McCaw.
“I only got on the field for a

minute or two, but just the atmosphere, the build up, and everything that surrounded that week
of preparation was incredible,”
Stanfill said.
Not only was this a great experience for Stanfill, but the team
got a good feel for what it’s like
to be a professional athlete. Since
rugby is payed for by the players,
Stanfill does not receive any kind
of compensation.
“I’m a personal trainer, that’s
my day job. Rugby is my hobby,”
Stanfill says.
Stanfill is a personal trainer
for the PRO Sports Club in Bellevue, Wash.
Stanfill enjoys his job because
he can use his motivation and
hard work ethic to help others
achieve their goals.

Hawks find comfort in home nest

BY AUSTIN BENNETT

Assistant Sports Editor

After eight long months, the
Seahawks finally got a win.
Coincidentally it came in their
first game back in the friendly
confines of Century Link Field.
It looks like the Seahawks are
getting back into their groove.
The defense dominated, special
teams were flawless and the offense took care of the football.
However, the 26-0 victory
over the Chicago Bears has no
real significance.
The Bears played without Jay
Cutler, their number one receiver Alshon Jeffery and first-round
draft pick Kevin White. However, even with these players the
Bears are still “meh” overall.
The Seahawks were desperate
for a win, but anyone with just
the tiniest bit of knowledge of
the NFL knew what was going to
happen when Chicago came into
Seattle.
Kam Chancellor’s presence
back on the field certainly lifted
the defense’s spirits and their level of play. Even though Chancellor did not play the entire game
and did not break out his gavel
any point of the game, the Seahawks defense showed they’re
back to full strength.
Marshawn Lynch was listed

as questionable all week, like he
normally is, but it seemed he did
have a lingering calf injury that
limited his playing time. He received an MRI on Monday.
On the plus side, Thomas
Rawls proved that he can be a
serviceable back up if need be. I
say “serviceable” because he was
facing the Bears’ fragile front seven. He did well, but we can only
speculate how he’ll fare against a
competent rush defense.
The offensive line continues
to ride the struggle bus. They let
Russell Wilson get sacked four
times for 23 yards. There were
some moments of praise when
they allowed Wilson to sit in the
pocket and find Jimmy Graham
on a 30 yard crossing route that
turned into a touchdown.
Jimmy Graham was definitely
one of the highlights of the day,
coming up with seven catches for
a total of 83 yards. After Sunday’s game, look for Graham to
have more of a consistent contribution to the offense.
Russell Wilson seemed to be
very conservative with the ball
during these first three weeks of
the season.
We haven’t seen him improvise plays or make time in the
pocket with his eyes downfield.
He’s trying to run the ball more,
rather than extending pass play
scrambling.
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Instead, Wilson has seen a
huge increase in rushing yards.
Wilson has more rushing yards
this season than Marshawn
Lynch. Wilson has 137 yards
compared to Lynch’s 128. This
increase in rushing yards comes
from a couple factors.
The offensive line is one issue. It is probably one of the
worst in the league and has not
been able to give Wilson enough
time in the pocket. Additionally,
the Seahawks have had to play
catch-up in their first two games.
This is probably the biggest reason why Wilson’s pass attempts
this year (101) are higher than
his first three games in 2014 (87).

The Seahawks cannot afford to
let Wilson and his arm carry this
team. The Seahawks, traditionally have been a run heavy offense.
Marshawn Lynch was limited,
but I want to see Wilson buy time
in the pocket instead of taking
off. Some of his biggest plays of
his career have come from improvising.
Two of the biggest highlights
from Sunday’s game were definitely thanks to Seattle rookies
Thomas Rawls and Tyler Lockett. Rawls was in for the majority of the game and rushed for
104 yards, and Lockett returned
another kick 105 yards to the
end-zone for the fourth time as a

Seahawk.
The team will play significantly stronger NFC North opponent, Detroit Lions, on Monday Night Football next week.
The Lions are 0-3 and desperate
for a win, this is a considerably
favorable matchup for Seattle as
the Lions have virtually no running game.
To beat the Seahawks’ defense
they’ll have to be able to run the
football. The Seahawks have
given up an average of 100 yards
rushing per game since the start
of the season. Look for Detroit
to try and get something from
Ameer Abdullah.
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Wildcats roar to quick start
BY AUSTIN BENNETT

Assistant Sports Editor

Central’s volleyball team lost
their ﬁrst three games of the
season during the Concordia
University volleyball tournament, but since then, have reeled
oﬀ six straight wins.
The Wildcats entered their
conference campaign with a
4-3 record and dominated both
Northwest Nazarene (3-1) and
Montana State Billings (3-0).
Central’s goals have not
changed much from last season,
even though they don’t have as
many seniors.
“We want to have a winning
record, and we want to be on
top of the GNAC again,” Kaitlin Quirk, senior middle blocker,
said. “We want to continue this

streak of being on top of the
GNAC, like we have the past four
years.”
Even though the Wildcats
only have ﬁve seniors returning,
head coach Mario Andaya feels
that they have enough depth to
be a top team in the GNAC.
“We got a lot of kids on the
team, we got a lot of depth, so I
like it,” Andaya said. “It’s tough
to play everybody, but at the
same time when you have that
opportunity where there is some
depth and everybody is on the
same page, then you’re hard to
prepare for,”
Central lost their ﬁrst conference game on Thursday, 2-3, to
rivals Western Washington University. The Wildcats are now
6-4 overall with a 2-1 conference
record.
Going into Thursday’s game
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SPIKED Senior Kaitlin Quirk get ready to bring the heat wtih a spike against Simon Fraser Sept. 26..

the team felt they had prepared
well, but knew they would have
to go the distance.
“I think that we came in with
good preparation, but it’s never
the same when you come in live,”
Andaya said. “It’s always been
like this, we went to ﬁve games
last year and we were on the
upper hand of that game. With
two good teams like this there is
always a chance of it going the
distance.”

Despite making a comeback
late in the game, the Wildcats fell
short in extra points.
“We played it really well, it
was a well fought battle going
ﬁve games in and going into extra points. We have each others
backs through anything and everything and we’re always ready
to help each other,” senior setter
Katie Fry said.
The Wildcats just made a
few more mistakes than Western

which gave the Vikings the victory.
“We hung in there with them
the whole time, they just made a
few less mistakes than us,”
The Wildcats begin October
at Western Oregon and Concordia University.
Thrit next four opponents are
a combined 7-9 in conference
including a home game against
undefeated Alaska-Anchorage
Oct. 10.

JOIN TODAY!
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Central Soccer looks for kick-start

BY ZAC HERETH

Sports Editor

Coming oﬀ of last season’s
fourth-place conference ﬁnish
and a berth in the GNAC tournament, the Wildcats women’s
soccer team has stumbled out of
the gates with two losses to start
their conference play.
The team has all but two players returning from last year’s
playoﬀ squad, which was highlighted by 2014 GNAC Freshman of the Year, sophomore
midﬁelder Mackenzie Nolte.
The team did lose a lot of production with the graduation of
their second leading scorer and
assist leader Hadli Farrand and
goalkeeper Kayla Lipston.
“I think we’re a little incomplete,” head coach Michael Farrand said. “I think the jury is still
out a little bit about who we are.
We certainly have shown times
when we are very good. Nobody
within our conference has had a
tougher preseason schedule.”
Not only was the preseason
schedule tough, but the team will
also start conference games with
four out of ﬁve games on the
road.
Luckily for the group of returning girls, this isn’t the ﬁrst
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FOOTWORK The WIldcat women work on their ball handling.

time they have faced this adversity.
“We miss Hadli. We miss
Kayla in goal,” Farrand said.
“Those are big holes to ﬁll, but
we’re good enough team where
we should just keep going forward.”
Last year, the team led oﬀ
their ﬁrst nine games with a 2-7
record, before rallying late to go
6-1-3 down the stretch to ﬁnish
.500 on the season.
“We’re working really hard
at practice,” Nolte said. “We’ve
just got to keep pressing and have
more conﬁdence.”

Nolte lead the team in scoring
last year, netting eight goals and
dishing out three assists.
Coach Farrand noted that in
the team’s ﬁrst conference game
against Concordia, Nolte was
constantly double-teamed.
Nolte has yet to score this year,
but has already matched her total
for assists last year and leads the
team in that category.
“She’s gotten to the goal a
number of times and gotten
good looks,” Farrand said. “I
think once she ﬁnally scores one
it will take the pressure oﬀ her.”
The Wildcats have replaced

the graduated Lipston with ﬁfthyear senior Amanda White, who
is returning to the team after a
year oﬀ.
“The ﬁrst few days of preseason were tough,” White said.
“But it’s good now to get back in
the groove.”
White hasn’t had a soft landing as the Wildcats have allowed
the second-most shots on goal for
GNAC teams this season. However, White recorded her ﬁrst
shutout since returning while
playing against Cal State University-Monterey Bay on Sept. 11.
“To have her comeback and
try and help us this way shows
to the quality of woman she is,”
Farrand said.
However, the team doesn’t
have much time left to ﬁnd their
groove. They take on rival and
perennial powerhouse Western
on Oct. 8 on the road.
Before that, the Wildcats will
have two games to ﬁnd their
dynamic with their conference
home-opener, Oct. 1 against
Northwest Nazarene followed by
a road game, Oct. 3 at Western
Oregon.
The team knows that they
need to focus on executing their
game plan in the upcoming
matches.
“We’re a passing team,” Nolte

Upcoming Games
Opponent

Date

NW Naz.

Oct. 1

@ W. Oregon Oct. 3
@W. Wash.

Oct.8

St. Martin’s

Oct.10

-All games start @ 7 p.m.
said. “We‘re not very direct, so
we need to play our game.”
Coach Farrand believes there
is the leadership to help get the
team where it needs to be in cocaptains senior midﬁelder Reilly
Reitz and junior defender Allie
Bohnett.
The key for another turn
around will be regaining the conﬁdence they had in a season-saving stretch-run a year ago.
The Wildcats next two opponets are a combine 6-8-1.
“I think it’s tough coming
into conference play after a loss,”
White said. “But it’s deﬁnitely all
about what you do after those
losses, so I think we just need to
have conﬁdence.”

CWU’s student-run Online
interactive lifestyle magazine.

Pulse is covering college life from
top to bottom and everywhere in
between. So, come check it out,
share your thoughts, and show it to
all your friends.
If you want to contribute to Pulse or
want to give us your comments
send us an email at ;
cwupulsemagazine@gmail.com.

The market is open every Saturday
9am-1pm through the end of October!

Come shop for fall vegetables: pumpkins, squash,
tomatoes, potatoes, root vegetables and more!
Beautiful handcrafted gifts!
On 4th Street between Pearl and Ruby
in beautiful, historic downtown Ellensburg
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Marinerʼs playoff hopes sail early
Sports Editor

After starting the season as a
favorite to make it to the World
Series, the Seattle Mariners have
had one of the most frustrating
baseball seasons in 14 years of
obscurity.
The team is coming oﬀ of its
ﬁrst truly meaningful September
since 2007, but they could never
get anything going. When the
team has hit well, they haven’t
pitched well and vice versa.
After this season unraveled,
General Manager Jack Zduriencik was ﬁred.
Zduriencik was never able to
get this team where it needed to
be. He was praised for his work
in the Milwaukee Brewer’s minor
league organization when they
produced Ryan Braun, Prince
Fielder and others. As the head
guy, he could complete the team.
Although, most every year he
had the pitching staﬀ to work
with, but never a remotely decent
oﬀense to work with.
The team has turned the
reigns of the helm over to former
Los Angeles Angels general manager, Jerry Dipoto.
Dipoto resigned as the Angels
GM after a dispute with Mike

Scioscia, the longest tenured
manager in the majors.
He takes over a team that is
in a much diﬀerent position than
the constant contender he led in
Los Angeles. Dipoto’s new task
will be to turn around a team
with more holes than a slice of
swiss cheese and a fan-base that
is clamoring for results now.
Dipoto will have to do that
without the payroll he was alloted with the Angels. To start the
season, the Angel’s payroll, was
over $30 million more than the
roughly $119.8 million payroll of
the Mariners. Even though the
team expanded its budget in the
oﬀseason, Seattle’s market will
never bring in the money Los
Angeles can to pay players.
Dipoto will need to start by retooling what was once considered
the team’s biggest strength heading into the season--the bullpen.
Last season, Danny Farquhar,
Yoervis Medina, Dominic Leone, Fernando Rodney and Tom
Wilhelmsen headlined a bullpen
full of right-handed power pitchers that locked down opposing
lineups in the late-innings and
helped in so many close games
for a team that was inept on offense, but still only fell one game
short of a wild card berth.

This season has seen three
of those pitchers, Leone, Medina
and Rodney, traded away. The
other two bounce between the
majors and minors, all struggling
with their command.
To go along with the bullpen
struggles and injuries to starting
pitchers Hisashi Iwakuma and
James Paxton, at times this team
just couldn’t score runs. The
same problem that has plagued
the franchise for the better part
of the last six seasons.
Late season surges in 2014
by former number two overall
pick Dustin Ackley and ﬁrst baseman Logan Morrison. To go
along with the continued progress of all-star third baseman
Kyle Seager, gave hope to the
development of a young oﬀense
that seemed to take strides with
the presence of future hall of
fame second baseman Robinson
Cano.
Oﬀ-season additions of slugger Nelson Cruz and role-playing
veterans Justin Ruggiano, Seth
Smith and Rickie Weeks were
supposed to be just the things this
team needed to get their oﬀense
over the hump.
Cruz did all he could to
keep the oﬀense aﬂoat early,
looking like a triple-crown candi-

C e le brat e

COLLEGE RADIO DAY

date for the ﬁrst three months of
the season. Unfortunately for the
Mariners, one man doesn’t make
a lineup.
Cano struggled mightily to
start the season, Seager uncharacteristically didn’t hit well with
runners in scoring position. Ruggiano and Weeks were cut from
the team by mid-June, Morrison
has struggled to hit for average
and Dustin Ackley fell so ﬂat on
his face the team ﬁnally parted
ways with him in a trade.
The season wasn’t all for
nothing though. A few players
made their case as legitimate
big leaguers. Ketel Marte has
been solid at shortstop. Carson
Smith, with a bit more seasoning,
could be the closer for the next
few years and Brad Miller looks
like he can play every position on
the ﬁeld. Besides that, few of the
questions heading into the season
were answered with this team.
In a season in which fans
expected to ﬁnd answers, they
were left with nothing but questions. Will Mike Zunino ever
learn to hit big league pitching?
Is Brad Miller, the former shortstop of the future, the new center
ﬁelder of the future? Will Taijuan Walker or James Paxton be
the top-ﬂight pitchers that they
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Mariner Playoff Drought
Year
Record
2002
93-69
2003
93-69
2004
63-99
2005
69-93
2006
78-87
2007
88-74
2008
61-101
2009
85-77
2010
61-101
2011
67-95
2012
75-87
2013
71-91
2014
87-75
2015
75-83*
*-as of Oct. 1
were hyped to be in the minors?
Is there a spot on this roster for
Jesus Montero? Will this team
ever hit consistently?
The one thing we do know
for sure is that Hernandez, Cano
and Cruz aren’t getting any
younger and unless they can ﬁgure things out this oﬀseason, next
season could be another chapter
in the ongoing rebuilding plan
that is the current Mariners’ organization.
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NBC LAST COMIC STANDING
ITUNES WAR PAINT
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Speci ramming
prog
6-8am.......... The Wake Up Call
9am ............. ‘Burg Inter views Of The Year
10am ........... College Radio Day Simulcast with
Sub Pop Founder Bruce Pavitt
11am ........... College Radio Road Trip
12pm ........... News Central
4pm ............. ‘Burg Inter views Of The Year
7pm ............. Glo w Pre-Parade Coverage
8-10pm ........ College Radio Day Concert Coverage
www.881theburg.com
CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution.
For accommodation: DS@cwu.edu

TICKETS ON SALE NOW @ CWU.EDU/TICKETS

$25 RESERVED H $12 CWU STUDENTS H $18 GENERAL ADMISSION
CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. For accommodation: 509-963-1429 or DS@cwu.edu

